
Adapt and Move Forward—Choosing the Right Kind of
FSM Solution for Your Business

Although Cloud solutions are often pushed as the only option to future-proof Field Service organizations, that’s 
not the case with Gogh and IFS. You should always have a choice when it comes to finding the right solution for 

your organization. 
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Transforming Field Service Together
On-Premise vs. Cloud

What matters the most for your organization?

“Daily life for FSM organizations is never so cut and paste, so when we’re working with our 
partners to find the right solution—those can’t be cut and paste either. They deserve the 

same individualized attention and care their own customers are looking for.”

- Chris Gera, President Gogh Solutions

On-Premises (or On-Premise): Physical, on-site hardware hosted and managed by a business.

PROS
• O�ers greater control of data, which is sometimes

necessary due to regulatory controls

• Can sometimes o�er better options as far as customization

• Isn’t reliant on internet connection or connection speeds

• Large, centralized systems can bypass latency issues

CONS
• Initial and maintenance costs can be high

• Can require a longer set-up and development period

• Requires dedicated IT workers for maintenance and

backing up data

• Is becoming less widely used, and therefore may

require specialized redevelopment and updates

On-Premises, Cloud, and Customized Solutions: Information, Pros, and Cons
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About Gogh Solutions
Gogh Solutions is a team of Field Service Management (FSM) experts dedicated to helping organizations find 
their full potential. We want to see organizations succeed on their own terms, pushing the boundaries of what’s 
possible, and setting new standards in their industry.

The operational side of our experience directly impacts each and every client interaction. There is no “win” if 
our partners don’t achieve lasting success—in a way that impacts their business, employees, and customers for 
the better.

With over 18 years of FSM experience and a trusted IFS partner, we can help your organization determine your 
business needs and implement the change management initiative to ensure user-adoption and to maximize 
your technology investment. Consider Gogh Solutions your Service Strategy and Transformation Ally!

Even if you don’t buy from us, let us align with you to ensure you have a full, well thought out, well planned 
digital strategy where Field Service Management is concerned. If you’re looking for more information or you 
need some advice let’s talk.
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Cloud: Cloud or SaaS (software as a service), is when the data is being hosted remotely—your organization 
would own an instance of the FSM software, which resides on a cloud infrastructure managed by a third party.

PROS
• Lower upfront costs and more options

• Typically faster to implement, which means faster growth

• Upgrades and security are maintained by the supplier,

which can mean more flexibility

• Remote hosting means more mobility and more mobile

options

CONS
• May require subscription fees and costs to customize

• Reliant on internet speeds and connections

• Requires more attention for data security

• Server access, downtimes for maintenance, and compliance

is all controlled by a third party

A Combination of On-Premises and Cloud: A combination of the two which can be configured in a number 
of ways, and will vary from organization to organization. 

PROS
• Allows organizations to fully customize their FSM solution

based on both goals and regulations

• When done correctly, it can achieve pros for both cloud

and on-premises solutions

• Customizable options exist on several levels, including:

o Branding | Workflow | Data | Access

CONS
• Costs can vary

• Implementation times can vary

• Requires a list of priorities

• Needs specialized integration for optimized functionality
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CHALLENGERS DESERVE CHOICE


